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Counties Power submission 

Counties Power welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the New Zealand Productivity 

Commission's (Commission) draft paper 'Low-emissions economy' (Paper). Counties Power fully 

supports the move towards a low emission economy and the review being undertaken by the 

Commission. 

Overall, Counties Power believes that the move to a low-emissions economy is inevitable so certainty 

is needed in the electricity industry because of the long-lead times1 and longevity of conventional 

electricity infrastructure investments. In this respect, New Zealand is lagging behind a growing 

number of countries that have, amongst other measures, announced policies banning the sale of new 

petrol and diesel vehicles (from as early as 2025 for Norway) and also signalled end dates for methane 

reticulation. 

Background on Counties Power 

Counties Power is a trust-owned electricity lines company, based in Pukekohe, in Auckland's 

rural south. The Company distributes electricity to over 40,000 ICPs across a geographical 

region of some 2,250 square kilometres across a total circuit length of 3,125 kilometres. 

Shares in the Company are held by the trustees of Counties Power Consumer Trust on behalf 

of all local power consumers. 

Capabilities of trust owned lines companies 

Counties Power is concerned that the conclusions reached in the Paper on the capabilities of the trust 

owned lines companies, who are mainly smaller electricity distribution businesses (EDBs), is inaccurate 

and derived heavily from the 2017 IEA Report2 and which included a limited number of larger EDBs. 

In particular, Counties Power notes that the Paper, in reaching the conclusion "The combination of 

current shortfalls in the capability of EDBs, the increasing sophistication required to operate new 

distribution service models ... suggests a fresh look at EDB capabilities"3
, appeared to be based in part 

1 The long-lead times are required because of the need for easements power lines, land purchase and rezoning

for substations and lead times for delivery of core infrastructure such as substation transformers. 
2 Energy Policies of IEA Countries, New Zealand 2017 Review.
3 Draft Low-emissions economy, page 344, second paragraph.
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